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We provide a theoretical model of privacy in which data collection requires consumers' consent and consumers
are fully aware of the consequences of such consent. Nonetheless, excessive collection of personal information
arises in the monopoly market equilibrium which results in excessive loss of privacy compared to the social op-
timum. The main mechanism for this result is information externalities and users' coordination failure in which
some users' decision to share their personal informationmay allow the data controller to infer more information
about non-users. We also show that the emergence of data brokerage industry can facilitate the collection and
monetization of users' personal data even in a fragmented market where no individual website has incentives
to do so independently due to scale economies in data analytics. We discuss policy implications of our analysis
in light of the recent EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
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1. Introduction

The Internet is now an essential component of our daily lives, and
has profoundly changed the way we work, conduct our personal lives,
and interact with other people. As we rely more on the Internet, it has
becomemore of a necessity to have constant access to it via mobile de-
vices and computers. However, one consequence of this development is
that our routine online activities, such as email, search, and online shop-
ping, constantly generate data about ourselves. The massive and un-
precedented scale of personal data generation in conjunction with
rapid reductions in computing costs for data storage and analytics natu-
rally have led to serious privacy concerns by the public and policy-
makers (Schneier, 2015).1

One puzzling aspect of this privacy debate is why people set aside
their privacy concerns and voluntarily provide their personal informa-
tion to websites and content providers despite their publicly stated ob-
jections and concerns about privacy loss (Singer et al., 2001; Waldo et
al., 2007). Certainly there are often cases where data surveillance is tak-
ing place with neither our awareness nor consent, but it is also true that
we frequently agree to it. For instance, we let Google have access to all
metadata we generate in exchange for the use of Google applications
n.jeon@gmail.com (D.-S. Jeon),

shed in the news media. For ex-
cy” (Oct. 5, 2017) The New York
such as Gmail, YouTube, Google Maps, etc. We also allow uninterrupted
use of location tracking for most GPS-based services.2

Our study has been motivated by the following fundamental ques-
tions around these phenomena: When do firms collect too much per-
sonal data from a social planner's perspective? Why do people tend to
allow some form of personal data collection which appears to harm
themselves in the end? Do we expect that most individuals would no
longer voluntarily agree to such data collection as soon as they become
fully aware of the ‘deals’ each of them is making? Put differently, would
it be enough to educate consumers about the exact costs of sharing their
data for a socially desirable privacy protection?What are the appropri-
ate policy remedies to address the privacy concerns from personal data
collection and processing?

To address these questions, we develop a model of privacy with a
monopolistic platform that sells content. Our model incorporates two-
dimensional information heterogeneity to analyze the extent and
types of information collected by themonopolist. First, there is a contin-
uum of heterogeneous information types that differ in its sensitivity re-
gardingprivacy cost. Second,we assume that there are two categories of
information depending on whether the collection of information for
some consumers enables the firm to infer information about others: in-
formation with externalities (E category) and information without ex-
ternalities (N category). We show that the market equilibrium is
2 People even allowed uninterrupted use of location and camera tracking to play once
sensational augmented reality game Pokémon Go, which led to privacy concerns by regu-
lators. For details, see the article by Sam Biddle, “Privacy Scandal Haunts Pokemon Go's
CEO” (9 Aug 2016) The Intercept.
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4 It appears that there is no universally accepted terminology: ‘notice-and-choice’ and
‘notice-and-consent’ approach are other terms often used interchangeably. Essentially,
they all describe the same approach that data operators should inform individuals of the
data policy and each individual decides to agree to it or not.

5 For reviews with broader perspectives, we find Lane et al. (2014) and Smith et al.
(2011) very helpful. For behavioral approaches to privacy issues, see Acquisti (2009)
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characterized by toomuch data collection from the social planner's per-
spective, in particular, excessive collection of sensitive information in
the E category. This equilibrium arises even if consumers are fully
aware of the consequences of their consent. Our finding suggests that
the provision of information or education would not fix the problem.

The primary mechanism for the results is information externalities.
Some people's decision to share their personal information may allow
the parties accessing to the information to know more or better about
others, those who choose not to share their information (MacCarthy,
2011). Information externalities have been more potent due to signifi-
cant advances in big data analytics which have made it possible to
draw more accurate inference about those consumers who had not
shared their data based on the data gleaned from thosewhohad shared.
In this environment, even if each user supposedly is aware of the poten-
tial harm of personal data release to herself, she may not take into ac-
count the entire spillover effects of her data release, either positive or
negative, on other users. As a result, individually optimal decisions by
even fully informed agents may not lead to a socially efficient outcome.
If negative externalities exceed positive ones, the equilibrium will fea-
ture a situation where the data collection reaches socially harmful
levels. If the opposite situation arises, by contrast, privacy concerns
would deter socially desirable construction of greater data-networks.

We also consider an extension of the monopoly framework into an
alternative market structure with a continuum of small websites in
order to explore the role of data brokerage firms in the aggregation of
information. In this set-up,we focus on how these information external-
ities operate at the level of entry of small websites.We show that even if
each website alone has no incentives to collect personal data due to its
small scale of operation, the emergence of data brokerage markets
that purchase and aggregate data frommultiplewebsites can restore in-
centives to collect personal data. The intuition behind this result is the
same as in the monopoly model. The information externalities by each
website lower each consumer's reservation utility evaluated when her
data is not provided, which in turn reduces the compensation each
website should make for consumer nuisance. As a result, even without
any business stealing effects as in Mankiw and Whinston (1986), we
can find an equilibrium in which too many websites enter to collect
and sell personal data to data brokers.

Finally, we discuss policy implications of our study and effectiveness
of policy remedies. Specifically,we first show that a social planner's data
policy regulation that requires consumers' explicit “opt-in” consent for
the collection of sensitive information may not be an adequate remedy
if the firm can offer a price discount to opt-in consumers. However, we
also show that not allowing such price discrimination (that is, regulat-
ing the firm to offer the same price regardless a user's opt-in or the de-
fault choice) can alleviate the problem, but still may not completely
recover the social optimum if the externality is strong enough. In such
a case, the outright ban on data collection and trade on certain types
of information can be a complementary policy lever to no discrimina-
tion regulation. We then connect our policy discussion to specific rules
under the recent EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Our research thus has important implications for the recent policy
debate regarding data brokerage and privacy. The European Commis-
sion, for instance, introduced data protection policies which require
websites to receive consumer approval for transferring personal data
to third parties such as data brokerage firms. The U.S. Federal Commu-
nications Commission passed a similar rule. The new rule requires Inter-
net providers such as AT&T, Verizon, and Comcast to obtain their
customers' explicit consent before using or sharing sensitive data with
third parties such as marketing firms, which was one of their main
sources of revenue generated by turning customers' behavioral data
into better information basis for targeted advertising.3 These policies
3 For the EU policy, see Directive 95/46/EC (the data protection Directive). For the FCC's
new privacy ruling, see Brian Fung and Craig Timberg, “The FCC just passed sweeping new
rules to protect your online privacy.” (27 Oct. 2016) The Washington Post.
may have some effects on naive consumers by alerting them to be
aware of such data transfers. Nonetheless, the overall effects of such a
consent-based approach may be limited in addressing the negative in-
formation externalities problem since well-informed, fully rational con-
sumers may not change their behaviors because opting-out may not be
individually rational in the presence of information externalities.

As in our paper, several legal scholars pointed out the public good
nature of privacy and warned of the ineffectiveness of the ‘informed
consent model’ as a solution to protect against invasion of privacy.4 In
essence, this notice-and-consent approach is based on the premise
that each individual should have control for disclosure and dissemina-
tion of his own personal information. However, this individualistic
choice approach is inadequate in addressing entire privacy concerns
due to information externalities. MacCarthy (2011), for instance, argues
that the reliance on individual consent to determine the collection and
use of personal information will be ineffective in the presence of nega-
tive information externalities and potential risks of information leakage.
In a similar vein, Fairfield and Engel (2015) propose to label privacy as a
public good and thus call for a collective choice approach to address the
privacy issue. Earlier, Hirsch (2006) also pointed out similarities be-
tweenprivacy regulation and environmental laws. Our paper formalizes
these ideas.
1.1. Related literature

The literature on privacy is vast and extensive. We thus do not in-
tend to provide an exhaustive review of the literature. Instead, we
limit our discussion to selective strands of literature more directly re-
lated to this article. For more comprehensive reviews of economic per-
spectives on privacy and the Internet, we refer to Athey (2014) and
Acquisti et al. (2016).5

One branch of literature to which we make a meaningful contribu-
tion is the recent debate on how we should address privacy concerns
against prevailing data broker industry. According to the U.S. Senate
(2013) and TheWhite House (2014), “data brokers” have vibrantly col-
lected, packaged, and traded sensitive consumer data mostly behind a
veil of secrecy and thus pose substantial privacy concerns for con-
sumers. The supply chain appears to start from the interactions between
web users andweb-based applications/content providers ofwhichbusi-
nessmodel consists inmonetizing personal digital trails. Thosewebsites
feed the collected data to data brokerswho then sell the data after some
processing to interested third parties such as advertisers andmarketers.
The use of those data is not expected to be limited to designated pur-
poses only, and there could be further transfers to others. In this article,
we focus on the very early stage when each user voluntarily agrees to
uncommitted data use; we aim to provide an economic rationale for
the users' consent to the websites.6

Certainly, there should be some convincing behavioral reasons why
users give away their personal data. Some have mentioned consumers'
lack of understanding about websites' data use policy. For instance, the
Australian Information Commissioner and Privacy Commissioner Timo-
thy Pilgrim remarked that privacy notices are just too long for people to
read through and most people find it difficult to understand what they
are signing up to.7 Alternatively, it could be due to consumers' myopic
and time-inconsistent preference. For discussion's sake let us envision
and Acquisti and Grossklags (2004, 2007).
6 Voluntary over-disclosure in web-forms was also found in a field experiment

(Preibusch et al., 2013).
7 “Many privacy policies are long, complex: OAIC.” ZDNET. (Aug. 15, 2013) by Corinne

Reichert. http://www.zdnet.com/article/many-privacy-policies-are-long-complex-oaic/

http://www.zdnet.com/article/many-privacy-policies-are-long-complex-oaic/


10 Privacy protection in this context is likened to the protection of fraudulent claims by
Posner as there are no social benefits from privacy protection (except a taste for privacy
itself). In contrast to this disclosure literature, there is a vast literature on costly screening
and distortionary signaling about private types. Daughety and Reinganum (2010) provide
a new model of the economics of privacy related to both strands of literature.
11 To quote, “Before you create your first trip, you'll see some of your previous trips that
you didn't even share. That's because it has already pulled in information from your Gmail
account, so it knows which hotels you stayed in and where you rented a car from and
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a user's data sharing decision from the perspective of ‘contract design
and self-control’ à la DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004). Then, users
would view the enticing free (or highly subsidized) content services
as ‘leisure goods’ that provide immediate benefits but impose delayed
costs of privacy loss. Any naive time-inconsistent users will easily opt
for enjoying the free content services now by agreeing to the data use
policy even if they are well aware of the future costs. Another explana-
tion put forward is that the costs of privacy loss are at best nebulous and
intangible so that the users end up underestimating them substantially.
Admitting the persuasiveness of those behavioral expositions, for the
purpose of this paper we rather assume away any bounded rationality
or consumers' lack of knowledge about the website's data use. In
other words, we assume the very rational consumers who are fully
aware of all consequences from their choices so that there is no way
to resort to consumers' myopia or to limited information. Even so, we
show that each consumer can find it individually rational to accept the
third party use of their personal data and that in general there is socially
excessivemonetizing of personal digital data in the presence of negative
information externalities. Thus, we provide a theoretical foundation
calling for a different policy beyond the current notice-and-choice ap-
proach, which takes the same stance as Hirsch (2006), MacCarthy
(2011) and Fairfield and Engel (2015).8

Our research is also associatedwith the literature on data acquisition
and pricing which mostly adopts two-sided market configurations. For
instance, Bergemann and Bonatti (2015) consider a model of data pro-
vision and data pricing in which a single data provider controls a large
database about the match value information between individual con-
sumers and individual firms. They analyze the equilibrium data acquisi-
tion and pricing policies when such information allows targeted
advertising. Their focus is on the data provider's optimal pricing policy
and how the price of data influences the composition of the targeted
set, but do not address the issue of privacy. Since we focus on informa-
tion externalities on the consumer side and how the database can be ag-
gregated through the data brokerage markets, our work is
complementary to theirs, for the two works combined provide a more
comprehensive perspective on the use of consumer data. Our work
also reminds of Bataineh et al. (2016) in that they propose a data mon-
etization platform intermediating individuals (personal data sellers)
with merchants (data users). We explore the adverse effects of data
monetization on individual privacy whereas they view active data trad-
ing as a potential market mechanism for higher profits for both data
sellers and buyers.9

Ourwork is related to recent studieswherefirms benefit frombetter
targeting but consumers try to avoid privacy costs. For examples, Goh et
al. (2015) empirically examine the effects of privacy and marketing ex-
ternalities from the U.S. Do Not Call registry. Johnson (2013) studies the
interplay of targeted advertising by merchants and advertising avoid-
ance by consumers who can install ad-blockers. Montes et al. (2015)
study a Hotelling-type duopoly model where competing firms can ac-
quire information about consumers' characteristics for a better person-
alized pricing while consumers can pay a ‘privacy cost’ to avoid such
price discrimination. As these studies have in common, consumers
may take various actions to avoid the costs of privacy loss. In our
model, in the absence of information externalities, each consumer can
avoid all privacy costs by choosing no consumption, but with heteroge-
neous valuation on consumption, the high valuation consumers decide
to sacrifice the privacy for entertaining the content service. In our
model, the consumers are rather passive in the sense that their choice
is limited and do not take active actions considered in these papers. It
8 Campbell et al. (2015) suggest a new distortion by the commonly used consent-based
approach thatmay disproportionately benefit bigfirms but adversely affect small and new
firms.

9 In ourmodel, consumers can get subsidized for their web-content when they agree to
theuncommitteddata use policy, but theydonot actively seekmonetary compensation by
selling their personal data as a valuable economic good via the intermediating platform
enabling the data aggregation for a higher valuation.
seems an interesting future research to study the interplay between in-
formation externalities, ads avoidance, and targeted marketing.

We also notice that many economists studied various privacy issues
in the Internet such as the effects of competition on privacy (Casadesus-
Masanell and Hervas-Drane, 2015), impact of taxation on data collec-
tion (Bloch and Demange, 2018; Bourreau et al., 2018), effects of a pri-
vacy regulation on firm's investment in quality (Lefouili and Toh,
2017). Generally our research adds to this burgeoning literature on in-
formation, privacy, and the Internet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.Wediscuss the informa-
tion externalities in Section 2. Thenwe introduce themodel of amonop-
olist in Section 3. We analyze the comparison between social planner's
and themonopoly firm's optimal data collection policy concerning con-
sumer types and information types in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In
Section 6, we briefly review the main finding from the data brokerage
model of which the analysis is presented in the Appendix. In Section 7
we study policy remedies and discuss policy implications related to
GDPR. Section 8 contains concluding remarks.
2. Information externalities

In the model that we will introduce in the next section, we assume
that consumers incur a nuisance cost of privacy loss when personal in-
formation is collected and used. There can bemany sources of such util-
ity loss. For instance, there could be direct economic losses due to
personalized pricing enabled by the detailed knowledge of personal
preferences. This kind of loss reminds of the classic argument by the
Chicago School scholars (e.g., Posner (1978, 1981) and Stigler (1980))
that one main reason for demanding privacy is to avoid exploitation
by potential trading partners whomight take advantage of the released
information against the revealing individuals.10 We can also think of a
variety of psychological reasons for negative feelings about privacy
loss. A newly released smartphone app called Google Trips, promoted
to provide a “personalized tour guide in your pocket,” is a case in
point. The modus operandi of this app developed by Google is to “use
what it already knows about you, based on data it has collected from
your Gmail account, and combines it with established features from its
other offerings, like Destinations, and its large database of crowd-
sourced reviews,” which led a New York Times reviewer for this app
to comment that “It's Kind of Creepy.”11

The key driving force in our paper is information externalities which
are often referred to as ‘negative privacy externalities’ in the literature of
data breach and privacy concerns (MacCarthy, 2011). More specifically,
this concept is based on the premise that some people's decisions to
share their personal information may allow the data controller to
know more or better about others whose direct data is not obtained
yet. The externality arises because (dis)utility of those who did not
share their personal data can be affected by thosewho shared the data.12

One example illustrating such a mechanism is a study by MIT stu-
dents who showed that men's sexual orientation can be predicted by
an analysis of social network sites such as Facebook. This is possible
stores this information under Reservations.” See Justin Sablich, “How toUse Google to Plan
Your Trip,” (21 Sep 2016) New York Times.
12 Information externalities are similar to data spillovers in Tucker (2017). She considers
a scenario in which a person takes a picture of her car with geocode using an app after
parking to help her remember the exact parking spot. However, the photo may record
other people and cars, and they may be identifiable through facial recognition or license
plate databases, creating potential spillovers for others who did not take the photo. As a
result, their privacy may be compromised.
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because data analytics reveal that homosexualmen have proportionally
more gay friends than straight men, which allows one to predict men's
sexual orientation based solely on the sexuality of their friends
(Jernigan and Mistree, 2009). In fact, Hal Abelson, a computer science
professor at MIT, responded to this study by saying that “you don't
have control over your information”13 even though you do not divulge
your personal information, if other people do. This interpretation fea-
tures exactly the negative information externalities in our study. In a
similar vein, Kosinski et al. (2013) show that ‘Facebook Likes’ can be
used to accurately predict a range of highly sensitive personal attributes
such as sexual orientation, ethnicity, religious and political views, per-
sonality traits, intelligence, happiness, use of addictive substances, pa-
rental separation, age, and gender.14

Genetic tests are another example of privacy concerns due to informa-
tional externalities. Researchers have found that some subjects' genetic
information can beused tomake predictions of others' genetic disposition
among the same racial or ethnic category. Erlich et al. (2018), for instance,
show that only 2% of the population needs to have done a DNA test to
identify nearly everyone else. Because of practical concerns about privacy
and/or invidious discrimination based on genetic information, the U.S.
federal government has prohibited insurance companies and employers
from any misuse of information from genetic tests under the Genetic In-
formation Nondiscrimination Act (GINA).

The standard adverse selection mechanism can also operate through
our information externality channel. A device called ‘telematics’ can
track detailed driving habits of car insurance customers. Some drivers
would agree to install the trackingdevice for apremiumdiscount. This de-
cision, however, can affect not only the installing driver's insurance pre-
mium but also the other drivers'. This is because normally more careful
drivers would adopt the installation of a telematics device, which implies
that no adopting drivers are considered not as much as careful and face a
higherpremium. Progressive's Snapshot programandAllstate'sDrivewise
Mobile App are the real-world examples of this kind. Reimers and Shiller
(2018) provides many examples of telematics in auto insurance.

“Doppelganger search” is an example of data analytic techniques
that can create information externalities. Consider the situation that
firms may have from the beginning some information about consumer
i, which they obtained from data available from off-line or on-line
using public or private sources. Then, they can find some consumer i′
whose personal data matches consumer i (up to the information they
have about consumer i). Hence, even if consumer i does not use the ser-
vice, the fact that there are several consumers similar to i who use the
servicemay allow some inference about consumer i. This process is fea-
sible by a zooming-inwith big data with artificial intelligence algorithm
(Stephens-Davidowitz, 2017).15
3. The monopoly model

We consider a monopolistic online platform offering content service.
There is a mass one of consumers whose valuations for the service, de-
noted by u, are distributed over ½u ;u� with distribution function F and
density f. We assume that F satisfies the standard monotone hazard rate
condition (MHRC), that is, f/(1− F) is non-decreasing. The monopolistic
content provider can collect consumers' personal data in the process of
13 Johnson, Caroly Y. “Project ‘Gaydar’” (20 Sep 2009) The Boston Globe.
14 Once Scott McNealy, a co-founder of Sun Microsystems, even uttered plainly back in
1999 that “You have zero privacy anyway. Get over it.” See the article by Polly Sprenger
(26 Jan 1999), “Sun on privacy: ‘Get over it,’”Wired.
15 The business practice of “steering” (U.S. Council of Economic Advisers, 2015) can be
viewed as another example of information externalities with the application of doppel-
ganger search. Zarsky (2018) outlines how data profiling can generate information exter-
nalities. Suppose that a customer visits a website, shares personal demographic
information and zip code, and buys high-priced, low-quality products. Then, another cus-
tomerwhohas a similar demographic and zip code is steered to see high-priced, low-qual-
ity products first at the same website.
providing its service, which then can be potentially utilized for other pur-
poses such as targeted advertising and promotion of other ancillary ser-
vices. Let m measure the mass of consumers who use the service, that
is,m=1− F(u)where u is the cutoff type of consumers such that all con-
sumerswhose valuation exceeds or is equal to uuse the service. Ifu is suf-
ficiently high, then the market is fully covered (m= 1).

Let Θ represent the set of the types of personal information that the
platform can gather from each user.We rank different types of informa-
tion according to θ, which represents the sensitivity in terms of privacy
cost. We assume that θ is distributed over [0,1] with distribution func-
tion G and density g.Suppose that the platform collects the information
type θ from all its users ofmassm. Then, each user suffers fromnuisance
costs ψ(θ,m) N 0 either from privacy concerns such as data breach acci-
dents or privacy costs originating from the user's per se taste for privacy.
We assume that ψ(θ,m) is a strictly increasing function of θ. The depen-
dence of ψ(·) on m is motivated by information externalities among
users generated by data analytics andwe assume that ψ(·) is increasing
inm. To allow the possibility that personal data collected by the firm can
be used to provide better service to consumers, we assume that con-
sumers can obtain benefit b(θ,m) ≥ 0.We do notmake any particular as-
sumption about the dependence of b on θ because collection of more
sensitive information (such as social security number) does not neces-
sarily lead to better service. For instance, more basic information
(such as gender and age group) may bemore useful in providing better
tailored service for consumers. Even when b(θ,m) is increasing in θ, we
assume that nuisance costs aremore responsive to θ, that is, the net nui-
sance, λ(θ,m) = ψ(θ,m) − b(θ,m), is a strictly increasing function of θ,
and that λ(·) increases with m. We assume that the data collection is
beneficial for θ= 0, i.e., λ(0,m) b 0, but the net nuisance becomes pos-
itive and sufficiently large as θ increases. This assumption means that
data with low θ are essential for consumer benefit while data with
high θ generate large net nuisances.

One of the main drivers in our model is the information externality
effect of data collection on non-users of the service. To analyze this ef-
fect, we incorporate another dimension of data heterogeneity in the ex-
tent of informational externalities on non-users. For each type of θ
information, there are two categories of data: α proportion of each θ
type information generates information externalities on non-users,
whereas (1−α) proportion does not. For example, genetic data,mobile
use or payment data, surveys on political views are more likely to gen-
erate externalities than others. As it will be clear below, the
monopolist's and social planner's optimal data collection policies will
be characterized by cut-off values of θ for each category of data. Let θE
and θN denote the cutoff values of θ for externality (E) and no-external-
ity (N) category datawhere the information type θ∈ [0,θE] in externality
category and θ ∈ [0,θN] in no-externality category are collected for the
use of the service. Then, the measure of information collected can be
written as

h ¼ α
Z θE

0
dGþ 1−αð Þ

Z θN

0
dG ¼ αG θEð Þ þ 1−αð ÞG θNð Þ: ð1Þ

A service user's nuisance costs are assumed to be additive and given
by

Ψ θE; θN ;mð Þ ¼ α
Z θE

0
ψ θ;mð ÞdGþ 1−αð Þ

Z θN

0
ψ θ;mð ÞdG: ð2Þ

Thus,Ψ(θE,θN,m) captures each user's nuisance costs when themass
of total users is m, and each category of data is collected with cut-off
values of (θE,θN).Similarly, the total benefit of a user fromdata collection
can be written as

B θE; θN ;mð Þ ¼ α
Z θE

0
b θ;mð ÞdGþ 1−αð Þ

Z θN

0
b θ;mð ÞdG:
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The total net nuisance costs are given by

Λ θE; θN ;mð Þ ¼ α
Z θE

0
λ θ;mð ÞdGþ 1−αð Þ

Z θN

0
λ θ;mð ÞdG

¼ Ψ θE; θN ;mð Þ−B θE; θN ;mð Þ

Due to information externalities, non-users of the service can also be

subject to nuisance or privacy costs. Let ψ̂ðθ;mÞN0 denote a non-user's
nuisance costs from the collection of type θ in the externality data
category.16 For simplicity, we assume that

ψ̂ θ;mð Þ ¼ ξψ θ;mð Þ; ð3Þ

where ξ ∈ (0,1) represents the extent of information externalities on
non-users. With additive nuisance costs, a non-user's nuisance costs
can be written as

Ψ̂ θE;mð Þ ¼ αξ
Z θE

0
ψ θ;mð ÞdG: ð4Þ

Weassume that themonopolist can generate additional revenue of R
(h,m)when the personal data is utilized,with∂R

∂h N0and
∂R
∂m N0.That is,we

assume that each type of information contributes to the monopolist's
revenue equally, and thus the monopolist's revenue only depends on
the aggregate amount of information h collected per user and the mea-
sure of users m. We also assume that R(h,m) is concave in each
element.17 We further assume that R(h,m) represents social benefits
as well. Alternatively, we could assume that there exist other channels
through which social benefits are generated from the collected data.
By assuming away such consideration, we can focus on the consumers'
coordination failure and negative externalities in the nuisance costs.18

Aswe aremainly concernedwith a digital product/service, themarginal
cost of the content is assumed to be zero.

The monopolist makes choices on both data collection policy and
monopoly pricing. Given its data collection policy, the monopolist
chooses the subscription price p, which determines the measure of
consumers who use the service (m) as in the standard monopoly
problem. In addition, given m, it chooses its data collection policy by
choosing the vector of cutoffs θ = (θE,θN). In what follows, we analyze
the monopolist's choices and compare them to the socially optimal
ones.

4. Data collection policy concerning consumer types

In this section, we study the optimal pricing for a given data collec-
tion policy.

4.1. Social optimum: the first best benchmark

We first analyze the socially optimal outcome as a benchmark in
which a social planner chooses the allocation (i.e., the set of consumers
who use the service), given a data policy characterized by θ = (θE,θN).
16 In principle, we could also introduce positive externalities on non-users for some type
of information.We briefly discuss this extension in the remark provided at the end of Sec-
tion 5.
17 As the reviewer pointed out, R(h,m) may depend on themarket structure of the prod-
uct in question. For instance, if the productmarket is characterizedby symmetric oligopoly
competition and consumer-specific information is used for price discrimination, competi-
tionmay be intensified comparedwith uniform pricing, as in Thisse and Vives (1988).We
sidestep this issue by assuming amonopolisticmarket structure. In addition,we consider a
situation inwhich the additional revenue source represented by R(h,m) is through adver-
tising while maintaining the assumption of uniform pricing.
18 With additional benefits generated from the collected data, the socially desirable level
of data collection would increase compared to the currently assumed situation. This con-
sideration would not affect qualitative results of this paper.
The social planner chooses the cutoff type of consumers, u, such that
all consumers whose valuation exceeds or is equal to u use the service,
i.e., m = 1 − F(u). Social welfare given a cutoff type u is given by

W u; θð Þ ¼
Z u

u
xdF xð Þ þ R h;1−F uð Þð Þ

− 1−F uð Þð ÞΛ θ;1−F uð Þð Þ−F uð ÞΨ̂ θE;1−F uð Þð Þ:

The first term captures the aggregate total intrinsic utility for all
users. The second term is the firm's revenue from data collection of
measure h from m mass of consumers. The third term captures the
total net nuisance costs of users, and the last term is the total nuisance
costs of non-users.

The welfare-maximizing cutoff type us can be derived by the first
order condition with respect to u, which yields

uþ ∂R
∂m

¼ Λ−Ψ̂
� �

þ 1−F uð Þð Þ ∂Λ
∂m

þ F uð Þ ∂Ψ̂
∂m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

social marginal cost SMCmð Þ of net nuisance from additional consumer

: ð5Þ

TheRHS of (5) represents the socialmarginal cost (SMCm) of net nui-
sancewhen one additional user joins the customer base. There are three
channels through which SMCm is affected when an additional user joins
to use the content service. First, the marginal consumer's status change

fromanon-user to a user directly affects his net nuisance cost byðΛ−Ψ̂Þ.
In addition, a new user inflicts externalities not only on the user group
he joins, but also on the non-user group he leaves behind. The net nui-
sance cost of an existing user changes by ∂Λ

∂m as a new user joins, with the

aggregate change for the user group being equal to ð1−FðuÞÞ ∂Λ
∂m. The

nuisance cost of an existing non-user also changes by ∂Ψ̂
∂m with the aggre-

gate effect being FðuÞ ∂Ψ̂∂m . The last two terms represent these effects of
negative information externalities.

4.2. Monopolist's optimal choice

For a given data collection policy of θ=(θE,θN),we now consider the
monopolist's optimal choice of the content price which will determine
the number of users. Given the monopolist's content price p, let u be
the cutoff type of consumerwho is indifferent betweenusing the service
or not. For the cutoff utility u, the individual rationality (IR) constraint
can be written as

u−p−Λ θ;1−F uð Þð Þ≥−Ψ̂ θE;1−F uð Þð Þ;

where−Ψ̂ðθE;1−FðuÞÞ is the reservation utility of type u consumer. As
the IR constraint is binding, the price is given by

p ¼ u−Λ θ;1−F uð Þð Þ þ Ψ̂ θE;1−F uð Þð Þ: ð6Þ

The monopolist solves the following problem:

Max
u

Π u; θð Þ ¼ 1−F uð Þð Þpþ R h;1−F uð Þð Þ

where p is defined in (6). The first order condition for profit maximiza-
tion is given by:

∂Π u; θð Þ
∂u

¼ − f uð Þ u−Λþ Ψ̂
� �

þ 1−F uð Þð Þ

� 1þ ∂Λ
∂m

f uð Þ− ∂Ψ̂
∂m

f uð Þ
 !

−
∂R
∂m

f uð Þ

¼ 0

Define u− 1−FðuÞ
f ðuÞ ≡ uvðuÞ to be the “virtual valuation” of a

consumer with value u. Then, the profit-maximizing cut-off type
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u ∗ can be obtained by rearranging the first order condition as fol-
lows:

uv uð Þ|fflffl{zfflffl}
virtual valuation

þ ∂R
∂m

¼ Λ−Ψ̂
� �

þ 1−F uð Þð Þ ∂Λ
∂m

−
∂Ψ̂
∂m

 !
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

private marginal cost PMCmð Þ of net nuisance from additional consumer

: ð7Þ

Letm ∗=1− F(u ∗). Note that if we consider the standardmonopoly
model without additional source of revenue from personal data use and

nuisance costs, that is, bð�Þ ¼ ψð�Þ ¼ ψ̂ð�Þ ¼ Rð�Þ ¼ 0, condition (7) re-
duces to the standard monopoly condition, uv(u) = 0.19 In contrast,
for the monopolist in our model, the LHS of (7) becomes uv(u) + R′ to
reflect the additional revenue R′ from data monetization. The RHS rep-
resents the private marginal cost (PMCm) of net nuisance from data col-
lection of additional consumer. The comparison of (5) and (7) shows a
new type of distortion that makes the private marginal cost differ
from the social one.

SMCm−PMCm ¼ F uð Þ ∂Ψ̂
∂m

þ 1−F uð Þ½ � ∂Ψ̂
∂m

¼ ∂Ψ̂
∂m

N0: ð8Þ

When one extra consumer is served and his data is added to the
monopolist's database, it inflicts additional negative externalities to F
(u)measure of non-users even though they do not use themonopolist's

content. This effect on non-users' reservation utility is FðuÞ ∂Ψ̂∂m . While
the social planner cares about these negative externalities, the monop-
olist does not because they are non-users. Instead, themonopolist cares
about the effect of an additional user on its ability to extract surplus
fromexisting users. However, this is no concern to the social planner be-
cause it is just a pure transfer. In order to induce each existing consumer
to keep consuming the content, the monopolist's price needs to be ad-

justed below by ð∂Λ∂m− ∂Ψ̂
∂m Þ to compensate the differences in the nuisance

cost change. Note that as the additional user also negatively affects non-
users and reduces the reservation value of the marginal consumer, the

price compensation needs to be only ð∂Λ∂m− ∂Ψ̂
∂m Þ, not ∂Λ

∂m : As a result, the
negative profit impact via a reduced price to the user group is given

by ð1−FðuÞÞð∂Λ∂m− ∂Ψ̂
∂m Þ whereas the social planner only cares about the

real impact on the user group which is ð1−FðuÞÞ ∂Λ
∂m : This creates an ad-

ditional difference of ð1−FðuÞÞ ∂Ψ̂∂m .
Taken together, the total difference between SMCm and PMCm be-

comes FðuÞ ∂Ψ̂∂mþð1−FðuÞÞ ∂Ψ̂∂m ¼ ∂Ψ̂
∂m. Thus, this distortion pushes themo-

nopolist to serve too many consumers and the extent to which the
monopolist's decision departs from the social planner's depends on
the additional user's impact on the reservation utility. The effect of
this distortion is in the opposite direction of the standard monopoly re-
sult that the monopolist serves too few consumers. Letms = 1 − F(us)
and m ∗ = 1 − F(u ∗). We have:

Proposition 1. In a standardmonopolymodel without additional reve-
nue from data collection, the monopolist serves too few consumers rel-
ative to the social optimum. However, in the presence of the additional
revenue from data collection, the monopolist can serve too many con-
sumers and thus collect excessive personal data compared to the so-
cially efficient level i.e., u ∗ b us (equivalently, m ∗ N ms) if information
externalities are large enough.
19 Because the virtual valuation is non-decreasing with u under MHRC, there is a unique
solution to the monopoly problem.
To illustrate the result of Proposition 1, consider a following simple
parametric example:

Example 1. Let us assume thatα=1, that is, all personal data belong to
the externality category. Further assume that R(h,m)= rhm, where r N

0 is a revenue parameter, u∼U½0;1�, θ∼U½0;1�, ψ(θ,m)= ηθm, ψ̂ðθ;mÞ ¼
ξψðθ;mÞ ¼ ξηθm, where η N 0 is a nuisance cost parameter. With only
one category of data with externality, let θ be the cut-off type data.
Then, h = θ. Assume b(θ,m) = b where b N 0 is a very small constant.
We thus have B(h,m) = bh.In this simplified version, we can derive
the nuisance costs:

Ψ θ;mð Þ ¼
Z θ

0
ψ x;mð ÞdG ¼ ηθ2

2
m

Ψ̂ θ;mð Þ ¼
Z θ

0
ψ̂ x;mð ÞdG ¼ ξΨ θ;mð Þ ¼ ξ

ηθ2

2
m

 !
:

As the difference between SMCm and PMCm is generated by Ψ̂ðθ;mÞ
only and does not depend on B(h,m), this model is equivalent to the
one in which R(h,m) = (b + r)hm and B(h,m) = 0. In what follows,
we consider the latter model when we compute SMC and PMC. Then,
we have

SMCm ¼ 1−ξð Þηmθ2 þ ξη
θ2

2
PMCm ¼ 1−ξð Þηmθ2

with SMCm−PMCm ¼ ∂Ψ̂ðθ;mÞ=∂m ¼ ξη θ2
2 :

The socially optimal outcomems (for a given θ) satisfies

1−msð Þ þ r þ bð Þθ ¼ 1−ξð Þηmsθ2 þ ξη
θ2

2
: ð9Þ

The monopolist's outcomem ∗ (for a given θ) satisfies

1−2m�ð Þ þ r þ bð Þθ ¼ 1−ξð Þηm�θ2: ð10Þ

By comparing the two first order conditions for the socially optimal
outcome and the monopolist's choice, we can easily verify that we have
m ∗(θ) N ms(θ) if the following condition holds:

SMCm−PMCm ¼ ξη
θ2

2
N

1þ r þ bð Þθ
2þ 1−ξð Þηθ2 : ð11Þ

This condition can be satisfied for any ξ ∈ (0,1] and θ ∈ (0,1] if η is
sufficiently large. In (11), the LHS is linearly increasing in ξ whereas
the RHS is increasing and convex in ξ. And at ξ = 0, the RHS is larger
than the LHS. Therefore, if ηθ2 N 1+ (r+ b)θ holds, there exists a unique
ξ ∗(θ) ∈ (0,1) such that m ∗(θ) N ms(θ) if and only if Nξ ∗(θ).

This example indicates that the monopolist may serve too many
consumers if the extent of informational externalities (ξ) and the nui-
sance cost parameter (η) are sufficiently large to outweigh the standard
monopoly distortion effect.

5. Data collection policy concerning information types

In this section, we study the choice of the data collection policy
concerning information types given a measure of users.

5.1. Socially optimum data collection: the first-best benchmark

Given the measure of users (m), the welfare-maximizing cutoff
types for each category of data, θs = (θEs,θNs), can be characterized by
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the following first order conditions:

∂W u; θð Þ
∂θE

¼ ∂R
∂h

−mλ θE;mð Þ− 1−mð Þψ̂ðθE;mÞ
� �

αg θEð Þ ¼ 0

∂W u; θð Þ
∂θN

¼ ∂R
∂h

−mλ θE;mð Þ
� �

1−αð Þg θNð Þ ¼ 0

With ψ̂ðθE;mÞ ¼ ξψðθE;mÞ, these two first-order conditions can be
simplified as

∂R
∂h

¼ mλ θE;mð Þ þ 1−mð Þξψ θE;mð Þ; ð12Þ

∂R
∂h

¼ mλ θN ;mð Þ: ð13Þ

We define the social marginal cost of net nuisance for each category
of data as follows:

SMCE ¼ mλ θE;mð Þ þ 1−mð Þξψ θE;mð Þ; ð14Þ

SMCN ¼ mλ θN ;mð Þ: ð15Þ

Assuming that R is concave in h, the above conditions show that θs=
(θEs,θNs) are uniquely determined (aswe assume thatψ andλ=ψ− b are
increasing in θ). From the social welfare perspective, as the marginal
benefit of additional information collection is the same, the comparison
boils down to the degree of information externalities generated from
each data category. Because the collection of the externality category
data inflicts negative externalities on the non-user group, the social
planner will choose θEs b θNs for m ∈ (0,1). Under full market coverage
(i.e.,m=1), however, there are nonon-users subject to information ex-
ternalities. As a result, we have SMCE = SMCN, which leads to θEs = θNs.
We thus have the following results which characterize the social prefer-
ence on the data collection policy.

Proposition 2. A social planner will collect less of the data with nega-
tive externalities in comparison to the data with no externalities, i.e.,
θEs b θNs for any m ∈ (0,1).Only when the market is fully covered with
m = 1, the social planner will collect the same amount of data for
both categories with θEs = θNs.

The amount of data collection associated with the choices of θEs and
θNs is calculated from (1):

hs ¼ αG θsE
� �þ 1−αð ÞG θsN

� �
: ð16Þ

5.2. Monopolist's optimal choice

Recall that the monopolist's total profit is given by

Π θ;mð Þ ¼ R h;mð Þ þmp

where m = 1 − F(u), p ¼ u−Λðθ;1−FðuÞÞ þ Ψ̂ðθE;1−FðuÞÞ, and h =
αG(θE) + (1− α)G(θN).

The profit-maximizing cutoff types θE∗ and θN∗ can be characterized
from the first order conditions. First, regarding θN∗, the F.O.C. is given by:

∂Π θ;mð Þ
∂θN

¼ ∂R
∂h

∂h
∂θN

þm
∂p
∂θN

¼ ∂R
∂h

−mλ θN ;mð Þ
� �

1−αð Þg θNð Þ ¼ 0;

which yields

∂R
∂h

¼ mλ θN ;mð Þ: ð17Þ
This condition shows that the private marginal cost of net nuisance
is the same as the social one for no externality (N) category data as is de-
rived in (14):

SMCN ¼ PMCN

Hence, we have θN∗ = θNs with all other things being equal (i.e., ifm ∗

=ms and θE∗ = θEs). For non-externality category data, an increase in θN
has no impact on the reservation utility of consumers. In the absence of
any informational externalities, there is no difference between the so-
cial optimum and the private choice.

Regarding θE∗, we can derive the following first-order condition:

∂Π θ;mð Þ
∂θE

¼ ∂R
∂h

−m λ θE;mð Þ−ξψðθE;mÞ½ �
� �

αg θEð Þ ¼ 0;

which yields

∂R
∂h

¼ m λ θE;mð Þ−ξψðθE;mÞ½ �: ð18Þ

The LHS of (18) is additional revenue from collectingmore datawith
an increase in θE. The RHS of (18) captures the private marginal cost of
net nuisance for the E category data, which is defined as:

PMCE ¼ m λ θE;mð Þ−ξψðθE;mÞ½ �:

The comparison between (17) and (18) implies that themonopolist
will collect more data in E category relative to data in N. In addition, the
comparison between SMCE from (15) and PMCE shows that the social
marginal cost of collecting data with informational externalties exceeds
the private one, PMCE b SMCE. Hence, we can derive the following rela-
tionship:

PMCEbPMCN ¼ SMCNbSMCE ð19Þ

The relationship captured in (19) clearly shows the role of the infor-
mation externalities from the E category data: (i) theymake SMCE larger
than SMCN, (ii) they make PMCE smaller than PMCN because the infor-
mation externalities worsen each non-user's reservation utility which
makes the monopolist need to make less than full compensation for
the nuisance to its users. They also have important implications for
the data collection policy which follow below.

Proposition 3. For a given number of usersm (includingm=1),we find
that:

• θE∗ N θN∗, that is, themonopolist collectsmore datawith negative exter-
nalities compared to the data with no externalities, which is exactly
the opposite direction to the social planner's choice (θEs ≤ θNs).

• θEs b θE∗ and θNs ≥ θN∗, that is, themonopolist collects toomuch data with
negative externalities and too little data with no externalities.

• h ∗ N hs, that is, the monopolist gathers too much data.

Proof. The comparison of the two first order conditions with respect
to θE∗ and θN∗, (17) and (18), immediately yields that

θ�E Nθ
�
N :

We prove that h ∗ N hs by contradiction. Suppose that hs ≥ h ∗ on the
contrary. Then, we have θN∗ ≥ θNs because R is concave in h: θN∗ N θNs if R
is strictly concave. We know that θE∗ N θN∗ and θNs ≥ θEs, which implies
that θE∗ N θN∗ ≥θNs ≥ θEs. Then, it must be true that

h� ¼ αG θ�E
� �þ 1−αð ÞG θ�N

� �
NαG θsE

� �þ 1−αð ÞG θsN
� � ¼ hs;

which is a contradiction.
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olist is purely ad-financed with zero pricing (or even negative pricing) to ensure all users
subscribe.
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Since we have h ∗ N hs, this in turn implies that θN∗ ≤ θNs: the inequality
is strict of R is strictly concave. Then, for h ∗ N hs to hold, it must be true
that θE∗ N θEs.

Proposition 3. (i) states that themonopolist collectsmore types of data
with negative externalities relative to data with no externalities, which
is exactly the opposite direction to the social planner's choices (θEs b θNs).
Proposition 3(ii) states that themonopolist gathers toomuch data with
information externalities, θEs b θE∗ and too little datawith no externalities
θN∗ b θNs, compared to the socially optimal levels. Finally, Proposition 3
(iii) indicates that the overall aggregate amount of data collected by
the monopolist is excessive.

Example 1. (continued). Consider again example 1.

The socially optimal outcome θs given m satisfies

r þ bð Þm ¼ η θsm2 þ ξθsm 1−mð Þ	 

;

which leads to

θs mð Þ ¼ min 1;
r þ bð Þ

η ξþ 1−ξð Þm½ �
� �

; ð20Þ

The monopolist's outcome θ ∗ given m satisfies

r þ bð Þm ¼ η 1−ξð Þθ�m2;

which leads to

θ� mð Þ ¼ min 1;
r þ bð Þ

η 1−ξð Þm
� �

ð21Þ

Hence, we have θs(m) b θ ∗(m) for any givenm unless θs(m) = 1.
Suppose r+ b N 1+ η(1− ξ). Then, from (21), θ ∗(m)= 1 for anym

N 0. This in turn implies, together with (10), m ∗ = 1. So we have

m� ¼ θ� ¼ 1:

However, even if r+ b N 1+ η(1− ξ), we can have r+ b b η(1− ξ/
2). Then, from (20), we have θs(m=1) b 1 and, from (9),ms(θ=1) b 1.
Therefore, there exist parameters in which

max ms θs
� �

; θs msð Þ �
b1:

Remark (Positive Information Externalities) We can consider posi-
tive (instead of negative) information externalities on non-users. For in-
stance, suppose that part of the benefit generated by the E category data
is shared by non-users as follows:

B̂ θE;mð Þ ¼ αξ
Z θE

0
b θ;mð ÞdG:

Then, it is straightforward that we will have the following relation-
ship between social marginal costs and private marginal costs:

SMCEbSMCN ¼ PMCNbPMCE:

As in the case of negative information externalities,we have PMCN=
SMCN. However, the social marginal cost is lower for the E category data
than for theN category data as the externalities from the former are pos-
itive. In contrast, the private marginal cost is higher for the E category
data than for the N category data since the positive externalities from
the former increases the reservation utilities of non-users and hence re-
duceswhat themonopolist can extract. In summary, as the privatemar-
ginal cost is weakly larger than the social one for each category, there is
no excessive loss of privacy.
6. Data brokerage firms and big data

In the previous sections, we have considered a monopolistic plat-
form and demonstrated its incentives to collect too much personal
data with negative informational externalities. In the Appendix, we
show that the samemechanism can be operative even in amarket struc-
ture with small websites. In particular, we develop a model with a con-
tinuum of small websites in order to explore the role of data brokerage
firms in the aggregation of information. We show that even if each
website alone has no incentives to collect personal data due to its
small scale of operation, the emergence of data brokerage markets
that purchase and aggregate data frommultiplewebsites can restore in-
centives to collect personal data and lead to excessive loss of privacy.

The intuition behind this result is the same as in the monopoly
model. The information externalities from users on non-users lower
each consumer's reservation utility evaluated when her data is not pro-
vided. In amodel with free entry,we show that entrants can lower com-
pensation to be made for consumer nuisance by the reduction in the
reservation utility, even without any business stealing effects as in
Mankiw and Whinston (1986). As a result, we can find an equilibrium
in which too many websites enter to collect and sell personal data to
data brokers.

Taken together, both the monopoly platform model and the data
brokerage model with small websites suggest excessive incentives to
collect personal information in the presence of information externalities
and propose consistent policy remedies, as we discuss in the next
section.

7. Privacy and data policy implications

To deliver policy implications for privacy and data collection from
our model in a more effective manner, here we assume that u is suffi-
ciently high that the market is covered in both the monopoly outcome
and the socially optimal outcome, i.e., we consider the case of ms =
m ∗ = 1.20 The full market coverage assumption enables us to focus on
the information collection aspect of the model and sharpen our results.
Also,we now simplify the notation by suppressing the dependence of all
relevant functions on m in this section.

Regarding the socially optimal policy, from Proposition 2, we have θEs

= θNs = θs, which means that the social planner will choose the same
cutoff for both types of data. This is because there is no externality
onto non-users since everyone is a user.

For the monopolist, combining θEs = θNs = θs and Proposition 3(ii)
leads to

θ�N ≤θ
sbθ�E;

where θN∗ b θs if R is strictly concave. The non-existence of non-users
under full market coverage implies that the socially optimal choice of
the data cutoffs depends only on the direct effects of amarginal increase
in data collection on the user's benefit and harm. For the data in the N
category, there is no externality and thus the reservation utility is also
unaffected by a change in the cutoffs. For the data in the E category,
by contrast, the positive effect of lowering the reservation utility is
taken into account by the monopolist for the choice of θE∗, which leads
to an excessive data collection policy from the viewpoint of the social
planner. The full market coverage assumption yields the following re-
sult on the users' net nuisance costs.

Proposition 4. Suppose that u is sufficiently high that the market is
covered in both the monopoly outcome and the socially optimal
outcome, i.e., we consider the case of ms=m ∗=1.Then, themonopoly
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generates social inefficiency in that the user's net nuisance costs are
larger than the socially optimal level. That is, we have Λ(θE∗,θN∗) N

Λ(θs,θs).

Proof. We have

Λ θ�E; θ
�
N

� �
−Λ θs; θs

� � ¼ α
Z θ�E

θs
λ θð ÞdG− 1−αð Þ

Z θs

θ�N
λ θð ÞdG:

From Proposition 3(iii), we also know

h�−hs ¼ α
Z θ�E

θs
θdG− 1−αð Þ

Z θs

θ�N
θdGN0:

Hence, we have

α
Z θ�E

θs
λ θð ÞdGNα

Z θ�E

θs
λ θs
� �

dGN 1−αð Þ
Z θs

θ�N
λ θs
� �

dGN 1−αð Þ
Z θs

θ�N
λ θð ÞdG

which completes the proof of Λ(θE∗,θN∗) N Λ(θs,θs).
We now consider possible regulatory policies to rectify the market

inefficiency identified in Proposition 4.

7.1. Opt-in consent regulations

To prevent an excessive collection of personal data, “opt-in” regula-
tions under the GDPR require that a customermust actively confirm her
consent for data collectionwith explicit prior permission such as ticking
an unchecked opt-in box. Pre-checked boxes that use customer inaction
to assume consent are invalid under the GDPR. We assess the effective-
ness of such regulations in light of ourmodel. We consider two possible
scenarios, depending onwhether a firm is allowed to offer a better price
to consumers who opt-in.

7.1.1. Opt-in regulation with price discrimination
Consider an opt-in regulation that allows data collection up to the

socially optimal level θs=(θEs,θNs)= (θs,θs) as a default option. To collect
sensitive information beyond that level requires explicit consent by
consumers. We first analyze the effectiveness of such policy when the
firm is allowed to offer an inducement for the opt-in consent.

With such price discrimination, we show that the regulation can be
completely ineffective: there is an equilibrium inwhich the amount and
types of data collected remain the same and the monopolist obtains the
same profit as in the absence of such regulation.

To see this, suppose that themonopolist platformprovides each user
with a price discount of δ N 0 when the user voluntarily agrees to the
firm's collection of his E category data in the interval of [θEs,θE∗], in addi-
tion to the basic plan which collects data up to θEs in the E category and
up to θN∗ in theN category. If the user decides to opt-in, his total net nui-
sance cost is given by

Λopt−in ≡ Λ θ�E; θ
�
N

� � ¼ α
Z θ�E

0
λ θð ÞdGþ 1−αð Þ

Z θ�N

0
λ θð ÞdG; ð22Þ

Alternatively, when the user opts out while all the others opt in, his nui-
sance cost from subscribing to the ‘basic plan’ amounts to

Λopt−out ¼ α
Z θs

0
λ θð ÞdGþ ξ

Z θ�E

θs
ψ θð ÞdG

" #
þ 1−αð Þ

Z θ�N

0
λ θð ÞdG: ð23Þ

The term ξ∫θsθE∗λ(θ)dG in the square bracket for Λopt−out represents
the externalities part from other users who opt in. We thus have an
equilibrium in which every consumer chooses to opt-in if the following
inequality is satisfied:

δþ α
Z θ�E

θs
b θð ÞdG≥α 1−ξð Þ

Z θ�E

θs
ψ θð ÞdG ð24Þ

The LHS of (24) represents gains from the price reduction and a po-
tentially better service due to the opt-in choice. The RHS represents the
higher nuisance cost from the opt-in. Without regulation, the monopo-
list would choose the data collection policy of θ ∗ = (θE∗,θN∗) and charge
the price of

p ¼ u� þ B θ�E; θ
�
N

� �
− Ψ θ�E; θ

�
N

� �
−Ψ̂ðθ�E; θ�NÞ

h i
¼ u−Λ θ�E; θ

�
N

� �þ Ψ̂ θ�E; θ
�
N

� �
Under the opt-in regulation, the monopolist can replicate this out-

come with the price of ~p ¼ pþ δ along with a discount option of δ for
the users who consent to the collection of E category private informa-
tion belonging to the interval of [θEs,θE∗], where

δ ¼ α 1−ξð Þ
Z θ�E

θs
ψ θð ÞdG−

Z θ�E

θs
b θð ÞdG

" #

Our analysis thus suggests that opt-in regulations can be sabotaged if
the monopolist is allowed to offer a discount to the users who opt in.

7.1.2. Opt-in regulation without price discrimination
The preceding discussion motivates us to consider an alternative

regulatory restriction that the platform is constrained to offer the
same price regardless of the consumer's opt-in choices. As in the case
of price discrimination, consider a regulatory policy that requires a col-
lection of data beyond the socially optimal level of θs = (θs,θs) to obtain
explicit consent by consumers. Suppose that themonopolist proposes to
collect additional E category data in the interval set of ½θs; ~θE�with opt-in
consent where ~θE Nθs. When the monopolist is not allowed to provide a
discount to opt-in consumers, we can consider two cases.

If b(θs) b (1 − ξ)ψ(θs), it can be easily verified that it is a dominant
strategy for every consumer not to opt-in for any ~θE . This is because
even if all other consumers opt in, a consumer finds it optimal not to
opt-in under this condition. As a result, opt-in regulations that require
no price discrimination can lead to the socially optimal outcome be-
cause the monopolist is able to collect data only up to the socially opti-
mal level.

However, if ξ is sufficiently large and b(θs) N (1− ξ)ψ(θs), the regu-
lation can be less effective due to coordination failure on the users' side.
More specifically, the monopoly platform can always find a ~θE close
enough to θs such that it satisfies the following inequality:

Z ~θE

θs
b θð ÞdG≥ 1−ξð Þ

Z ~θE

θs
ψ θð ÞdG: ð25Þ

Let~θ
�
E be the themaximum~θE that satisfies the inequality (25). If~θ

�
E ≥

θE∗, the monopolist can implement its preferred data policy of θ ∗ =

(θE∗,θN∗) even under opt-in regulationswithout price discrimination. If~θ
�
E

b θE∗, then themonopolist is able to collect data up to the level of ~θ
�
E with

users' explicit consent,which is an improvement over no regulation, but
does not achieve the socially optimal outcome.

Our analysis thus suggests that for the information type that has
strong information externalities (i.e., high ξ), but is not essential to the
service provision (i.e., low b(.)), the outright ban may be necessary as
an effective policy. On the other hand, for the information type without
strong externalities and with modest essentiality, opt-in regulation
without price discrimination rule would be sufficient as an alternative
(and less paternalistic) policy remedy.
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7.2. Informed consent approach and EU GDPR

Our model has important policy implications for the ongoing policy
debate regarding privacy protection from the collection of personal data
by on-line platforms andwebsites and their sales to third parties such as
data brokerage firms. Currently, most countries' privacy regulation and
law are based on ‘informed consent’ approach. This approach finds its
justification on the premise that an individual's informed consent pro-
vides legitimacy for any information collection and its use. Despite its
intuitive appeal, there has been wide criticism against such approach.
One argument is that privacy notices are rarely read, and even if read,
not easy to fully understand (The White House, 2014).21 This criticism
has naturally led to the discussion of howwe can improve transparency
about firms' data practices (Federal Trade Commission, 2012). No one
shall dispute the importance of improving readability and transparency
of data policies. However, our model shows that such approach alone
may not warrant an effective enhancement of privacy protection.22 In
our model even costless reading and perfect understanding lead to an
equilibrium with an excessive privacy loss in the presence of strong
negative information externalities.

Consistent with our analysis, the recent global policy trend appears
to improve on the current informed consent approach. Themost prom-
inent example is the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
which imposes strict new rules on controlling andprocessingpersonally
identifiable information to protect personal data and privacy for all indi-
viduals within EU. According to the GDPR Article 4, ‘consent’ of the data
subject requires “freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous indica-
tion ... by a statement or by a clear affirmative action (italics added).” In
particular, Article 7 specifies that for consent to be considered freely
given, data controllers should not withhold or offer a degraded version
of service for data subjectswho refuse or laterwithdrawconsent, except
the personal data that is essential of the provision of a service. This spec-
ification is in accordance with our analysis that shows the ineffective-
ness of opt-in regulations with price discrimination: the platform may
collect data that is essential for the provision of a service, but there
should be no monetary inducement for opting-in (or equivalently, no
penalty for not opting-in). However, our analysis also suggests that
such explicit consent regulation may fall short in limiting the collection
of personal data only up to the socially optimal level in the presence of
strong information externalities.

Our data brokeragemodel also suggests that banning data trademay
be a remedy, in particular, for the type of data with strong externalities.
In the current GDPR, processing of data by a third party is allowed only
“for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued ... by a third party”
(GDPR Article 6.1(f)) in the absence of the data subject's explicit con-
sent. Most experts of GDPR, however, interpret that the contextualiza-
tion for applying the relief via the legitimate interests will be
extremely limited and thus most cases will require the informed con-
sent by data subjects. Thus, the new GDPR regulation makes the data
processing by marketing and sales organizations much costly, which
can mitigate the problem of an excessive entry of small websites who
use data monetization as their business model.
23 We make distinctions between websites that collect information for sale to the data
8. Concluding remarks

As our lifestyle becomes increasingly reliant on the Internet, our
daily activities through all kinds of computer and mobile devices leave
digital trails, constantly producing up-to-date information about our ac-
tivities. Such data becomes so valuable that now many websites and
content providers offer their content for free or at a highly subsidized
21 McDonald andCranor (2008) estimated the total time opportunity cost beingworth of
$781 billion per year if all web visitors had read all privacy policies.
22 Solove (2013) points out the ineffectiveness in addressing the current privacy con-
cerns by means of providing consumers with more transparency on their personal data
collection and use.
price in exchange for users' agreement to more or less uncommitted
use of personal data, and the collected data is handed over to the data
brokermarkets. This has raised critical privacy concerns about potential
harms and costs to individuals and society.

In this paper we provide a model of privacy based on the concept of
information externalities. Even if data collection requires consumers'
consent and consumers are fully aware of the consequences of such
consent, we show that themarket equilibrium is characterized by an ex-
cessive collection of personal information and the resulting loss of pri-
vacy compared to the social optimum. Therefore, we find that the
current main privacy regulatory framework of the informed consent
model may be ineffective to address the privacy concerns associated
with the data broker industry.

To quote Schneier (p.238), “[d]ata is the pollution problem of the in-
formation age, and protecting privacy is the environmental challenge.”
As the pollution problem of the industrial age challenges us economists
to come up with various policies—either market-oriented mechanisms
or direct regulations—we now need to take a similar approach to the
personal data. As pollutants have negative externalities and any preven-
tive efforts such as abatement have the public good problem, the pri-
vacy protection in this big data world generates information
externalities and the privacy protection may be viewed as a public
good. We hope that our research provides a step conducive to more re-
search in this direction.
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Appendix A. The analysis for data brokerage with many small
websites

The model
Consider amass one of small butmonopolistic websites in their own

nichemarket and amass one of consumers. All consumers are homoge-
neous, and theymay patronizemultiple websites. Thewebsites are het-
erogeneous regarding the value their content generates for consumers:
let v denote a consumer's valuation of content, which is assumed to be
distributed according to a distribution function F with density f over
the interval ½v ; v� with v N0. We assume that all websites have the
same fixed cost of entry K N 0. We envision a situation in which the
types of information collected across websites are different. Suppose
that all websites use the business model of data monetization. Then,
let R(n) denote the aggregate revenue of the data brokers, where n is
the measure of websites who feed the personal information about
their users to data brokers.23
brokeragefirmand thefirms thatwouldpurchase consumer specific data from thebroker-
agefirm.Our focus is on the information collection side,with potential competition among
data purchasers and how the data brokerage firm sells data to them in the black box. All
we need for ourmodel would be that the data brokerage firm's revenue R(n)will increase
with more data and the marginal value of additional data collection is decreasing in the
relevant range.
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As in our analysis in themain text, we assume that there are two cat-
egories of websites depending on the nature of information collected.
More specifically, for each type of website generating value v, there
are α fraction of websites (E category websites) that collect information
with externalities, whereas (1 − α) fraction of websites (N category
websites) collect information without externalities. All websites in the
same category are assumed to generate the same level of nuisance to
the users. More precisely, let SE and SN denote the sets of entrants in
the E and N categories (with the corresponding measures of nE and
nN), respectively. Let Φ(xE,xN;nE) represent the nuisance cost inflicted
on consumer i when the consumer uses a measure (xE,xN) (with xE ∈
[0,nE] and xN ∈ [0,nN]) from each category of websites given that all
other consumers patronize all websites in the E category of measure
nE. We assume that the total nuisance cost is additive (as in (2) for the
main model), that is, it is the sum of the nuisance from each category
of data (i.e., website).

Φ xE; xN ;nEð Þ ¼ ϕN xNð Þ þ ϕE xE;nEð Þ;

whereϕc represents the nuisance cost from the c category of data for c ∈
{E,N}. Note that the nuisance from theN category data depends only on
xN whereas the nuisance from the E category data depends on both xE
and nE due to information externalities. We further assume the
following:

A1: ϕE(xE;nE) strictly increases in each element and concave in xE
with ϕE(0,0) = 0.
A2: ϕN(x) = ϕE(x,x) = κx and ϕE(0,nE) = ξnE with κ N ξ N 0.

A2 states that as long as the consumer uses all the websites, the
types of data do not matter. The linearity of ϕN(x) and ϕE(0,nE) is as-
sumed for the consistency with the additive structure in the nuisance
cost. Note that ϕE(0,nE) captures the information externalities on a
non-user from users. As an example satisfying A1 and A2, we can con-
sider the following CES nuisance cost of

ϕE x;nð Þ ¼ κ βxρ þ 1−βð Þnρ½ �1ρ;

where 0 b β b 1 and ρ b 1.With this specification, it can be easily verified
that ϕE(n,n) = κn. Thus, we haveΦ(nE,nN;nE) = κ · (nE + nN). The lin-

earity of ϕ(0,nE) is satisfied with ξ ¼ ð1−βÞ1ρκ .
In addition, we assume scale economies in data brokerage.

A3: R0ð0Þb ∂ϕEð0;0Þ
∂xE

and R(.) is strictly concave in the relevant range.

A3 states that in the absence of the brokerage industry, no website
(of measure zero) has incentives to collect data on its own (alterna-
tively, in the presence of the brokerage industry if no other website
sells data for aggregation), because the size of the data that can be col-
lected and monetized by each firm is too small to justify the nuisance
costs. This implies that eachwebsite should adopt thepure content pric-
ing model without data collection and processing. This starting point is
purposefully set this way because we aim to show the role of data bro-
kerage firms to revive each firm's incentives for data monetization.

We consider a three-stage game with the following timing. In Stage
1, each website simultaneously decides whether to be active or not: to
be active, a website must incur the fixed cost of entry K N 0. In Stage 2,
each active website simultaneously chooses its business model (from
either data monetization or pure content pricing) and the content
price. In Stage 3, each consumer decides which websites to patronize
among the active websites given each firm's privacy policy and content
price offers.

Competitive personal data monetization
Let us first analyze the case that all active websites in the set SE and

SN ofmeasures nE and nN adopt the businessmodel of datamonetization
at Stage 2. We focus on characterizing the equilibrium in which every
consumer patronizes all activewebsites. Let i and i′ represent twodiffer-
entwebsites in SEwith vi and vi′. Let pi and pi′ denote the respective con-
tent prices they charge. Since all websites are identical in terms of the
nuisance cost they generate from data sales, for any pair of websites
(i, i′) in equilibrium we have

vE nEð Þ≔vi−piE ¼ vi
0
−pi

0
E : ð26Þ

A similar logic applies to any pair of websites j and j′ in SN.

vN nNð Þ≔vj−pj
N ¼ vj0−pj0

N : ð27Þ

Hence, each consumer's payoff in equilibrium will be given byZ
i∈SE

vi−piE
� �

diþ
Z

j∈SN
v j−pj

N

� �
dj−Φ nE;nN ;nEð Þ

¼ nE � vE nEð Þ þ nN � vN nNð Þ−κ � nE þ nNð Þ:

Consider now Stage 3 in which the vector of prices generated by the
system (26)–(27) are given from Stage 2. Define the utility that a con-
sumer obtains from choosing xE ∈ [0,nE] and xN ∈ [0,nN] websites
when all other consumers patronize all websites in the E category of
measure nE:

u xE; xN ;nEð Þ ¼ xE � vE nEð Þ þ xN � vN nNð Þ−κxN−ϕE xE;nEð Þ:

As we assumed in A1–A3, u(xE,xN;nE) is linear in xN and is convex in
xE.

For websites in the N category, the consumers' patronage decisions
are independent of others' because there are no information externali-
ties. As long as v(nN) ≥ κ, all consumers patronize all nN websites in
the N category. Each website in SN faces no competition and generates
no externalities. Hence, at Stage 2, each will charge the highest price
that makes a consumer indifferent, meaning vN(nN) = κ.

For websites in the E category, all consumers patronize all nE
websites if the following incentive constraint is satisfied for all xE ∈
[0,nE]:

IC : xE;nEð Þ½ � u nE;nN ;nEð Þ≥u xE;nN ;nEð Þ: ð28Þ

The convexity of u(xE,nN;nE) with respect to xE means that u(xE,nN;
nE) is maximized either at xE = 0 or at xE = nE. Hence, the IC condition
will be satisfied for any xE ∈ [0,nE] if [IC : (0;nE)] is satisfied, which is
given by

nE � vE nEð Þ−κnE ≥−ϕE 0;nEð Þ: ð29Þ

In equilibrium, inequality (29)must holdwith equality because oth-
erwise eachwebsitefinds an incentive to raise its price at Stage 2. As the
IC condition is binding, the necessary condition (28) implies.

vE nEð Þ ¼ ϕE nE;nEð Þ−ϕE 0;nEð Þ
nE

¼ κ−ξð ÞN0: ð30Þ

In summary, we derived the condition that determines the surplus
from each website in the proposed equilibrium depending on the type
of website. Any website i in SE charges a price equal to

p̂iE ¼ vi− κ−ξð Þ for∀i:

For any website j in SN, the equilibrium price for the content service
is derived as.

p̂ j
N ¼ vj−κ for∀ j: ð31Þ

In addition, the rent that each website will receive from selling its
data to the brokerage market is equal to R′(nE + nN), the marginal
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contribution of its data to the data aggregation for a competitive broker-

agemarket. Then, each website i's equilibrium payoff is equal toR0ðnE þ
nNÞ þ p̂iE or R0ðnE þ nNÞ þ p̂iN :

As the last step, let us check the deviation incentive by website i at
Stage 2 to a pure content pricing model. Obviously, websites in SN
have no incentives to deviate as long as R′(nE + nN) N κ. Consider a po-
tential deviation of website i ∈ SE to the pure content pricing model.
When the pure content pricing model is adopted by the website and
hence no data is collected to sell to the brokerage firm, each consumer's
willingness to pay for the website is vi.This implies that the deviation is
not profitable for i ∈ SE if

R0 nE þ nNð Þ þ p̂iE ≥v
i⟺R0 nE þ nNð Þ≥κ−ξ:

Therefore, as long as no website in SN has any incentive to deviate,
neither does any website in SE.

Excessive entry of websites
Our analysis so far has been confined to the ex post entry stage (from

Stage 2) when a fixed measure of websites entered the market at Stage
1. Let us move backwards and study Stage 1 by making the entry deci-
sion endogenous. Let (nE∗,nN∗) be the equilibrium measure of websites.
Then, the marginal website's value to consumers in the E category, vE∗,
is given by α[1 − F(vE∗)] = nE

∗; similarly, we have (1 − α)[1 − F(vN∗)]
= nN

∗ in the N category. This implies that in the first stage, the extent
of entry is determined by the following two free-entry conditions:

v�E−κ−ξþ R0 n�ð Þ ¼ K; ð32Þ

v�N−κ þ R0 n�ð Þ ¼ K; ð33Þ

whereK is thefixed cost of entry and n ∗= nE
∗+ nN

∗=α[1− F(vE∗)]+ (1
−α)[1− F(vN∗)].We have vN∗ N vE

∗: the threshold value is lower for the E
category websites than that for the N category.

Given the cutoff types of entrant in each category, vE and vN, social
welfare can be written as follows.

W vE; vNð Þ ¼ α
Z v

vE
xdF xð Þ þ 1−αð Þ

Z v

vN
xdF xð Þ þ R nð Þ− κ þ Kð Þn:

where n= α[1− F(vE)] + (1− α)[1− F(vN)] measures the total num-
ber of active websites and κ is nuisance cost per website. The welfare-
maximizing cutoff types (vEs, vNs) can be derived by the following first-
order conditions:.

−vi f vsi
� �

−R0 nð Þ f vsi
� �þ κ þ Kð Þ f vsi

� � ¼ 0; ð34Þ

where i = E, N.Hence, vEs = vN
s = vs is given by.

vs þ R0 1−F vsð Þð Þ ¼ κ þ K: ð35Þ

Let 1 − F(vs) ≡ ns. The comparison of (32)–(33)and (35) reveals

nsbn� and v�Ebv
sbv�N :

Under A1–A3, there is an excessive entry of websites for the E cate-
gory, but an insufficient entry for theN category (i.e., vE∗ b vs b vN

∗). Over-
all, however, there is an excessive entry in that n ∗N ns.This result can be
proved by contradiction. Suppose that ns ≥ n ∗. Then, from the strict con-
cavity of R(.) (see A3), we have both vN

∗ ≤ vs and vE
∗ b vs, whichmeans ns

b nE
∗+ nN

∗= n ∗, a contradiction.We thus have n ∗N ns.The concavity of R
(.) then implies, from (32) and (34), that vN∗ N vs. Then, to satisfy n ∗N ns,
vs N vE

∗ must hold.
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